
The Magento® Automatic PIMCore®  Integrator
Developed by CSS Commerce 

CSS Commerce developed the Magento Automatic PIMCore Integrator®  
to simplify and accelerate integration between Magento and PIMCore. 
The Integrator will automatically discover categories, attributes and 
classes in Magento to create a folder structure in PIMCore to model the 
data already existing in your Magento websites by taking advantage of 
the Master Data Management (MDM) capabilities inherent in PIMCore 
and using the standard Magento application program interface (API). 

This Integrator enables PIMCore in Magento and in few moments and 
synchronizes in Magento data. Thus, we offer a more straightforward and 
efficient process. 

Key Features of Magento–PIMCore 
Integrator:

vManage and update Magento product 
information in PIMCore admin panel  

vEnrich product information by creating new 
attributes to suit your needs or by using 
existing ones 

vPublish product information in PIMCore 
and export it to Magento with single click  

vCreate categories, build tree data structure 
and export them easily to Magento  

vBuild up your media gallery, assigning 
assets and publishing it 



The Magento® Automatic PIMCore®  Integrator 

Advantage of the Magento-PIMCore Integrator:  

ü Multi-site support and Magento attributes along with Magento 
product images are imported as assets in Pimcore  

ü Flexible configuration, each connection is PIMCore class 
with the ability to specify field mappings, data completeness 
and more  

ü Access permission – PIMCore could specify individual products 
and even access only to specific fields inside the product  

ü Data completeness, it delivers integration, syndication and data 
quality reporting through PIMCore  

ü Digital Assets made easy: Using PIMCore assets to store & edit 
product images you get powerful online image edition tool, 
eliminate errors and ability to modify/replace  

ü Workflows Management: PIMCore provides workflows 
to manage your product, orders and user’s information  

ü Create new objects with ease - PIMCore give the ability 
to create any objects and data with no limits  

Why the Magento-PIMCore Integrator?  

If you are looking for an open source PIM option and 
a team that knows how to maximize PIMCore, we are 
your partner. And our integrator makes 
implementation and integration that much easier! 

Call our experts today!    


